
YOUNG RETROTREAD® PRODUCTS  
ARE AVAILABLE AT:

1-800-545-6595
YOUNGMANUFACTURING.COM

Not just easier, but more affordable, simply tear away your old 
carpet and install the Young RetroTread® and RetroRiser® over your 
existing stairway. You get a solid hardwood upgrade without having to 
rebuild. Young RetroTread® is made in the USA by the same family of 
craftsmen who have been helping to build America since 1858.

AVAILABLE IN

Red Oak

Primed option for 
poplar riser only.

White Oak Hard Maple

Hickory Brazilian Cherry

Solid Hardwood Construction
Provides for stronger, more stable performance with superior  
finishing properties. 

A COMPLETELY New Look
Perfect companion product to use with the Young RetroTread® 
to give your stairway a COMPLETE new look. 

Quick and Easy Installation 
Cut to size, apply urethane based adhesive and tack in place 
with a couple of finish nails.

Minimal Impact 
11/32” thickness creates minimal impact to overall run of 
existing stair design.
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STAIR REMODELING JUST  
GOT A FEW STEPS EASIER.
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Must use urethane based adhesive. 
Installation instructions available online at  

www.youngmanufacturing.com
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SAY “YES” TO  REMODELING 
AND “NO” TO  REBUILDING. 

Superior Engineered 
Construction 
of Tread Cap and Nosing
The RetroTread® is engineered to prevent the tread nosing from breaking 
away from the tread. Two factors contribute to this desirable result. Both 
the tread and nosing are solid components to permit the strongest juncture. 
The time-proven mechanics of tongue-and-groove construction increase the 
adhesive area by 40 percent, which greatly strengthens the adhesive bond.

Solid Hardwood Construction
Provides for stronger, more stable performance with superior finishing properties.

Extra-Long Cove Covers 
Imperfections
Extra long cove (1 1 /4”) is integrated under the nose to discreetly cover the joint 
between the old tread and riser. It also provides greater flexibility in covering imperfections.

Minimal Impact on Rise
Remodeled hardwood system mimics original stair geometry and has  
minimal impact on overall rise and run of stair system. 

A Commitment to Sustainability
Competitive products, generally made of plywood covered with a face of thin 
veneer, are not up to Young’s standards of excellence and craftsmanship. 
Super strength and stability are hallmarks of Young Manufacturing’s  
high-quality construction.

Through superior engineering, our solid tread is thick enough to allow 
resanding and refinishing, giving RetroTread® the same longevity as a 
standard hardwood tread, yet thin enough for minimal impact on overall rise 
and run of the stair system. 

Increased Length Covers  
Original Imperfections
Extra-long Return Nosing allows for adjustment of the 
projection on the skirtboard to hide blemishes present in the original design. 

Easy Field Installation 
The components are designed for quick and easy assembly.

Reversible Nosing Design: 
Only from Young Manufacturing
Nosing is reversible, so it can make a right-hand or left-hand return.
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A consumer driven design 
EXCLUSIVELY by Young
Extra-long cove(1 7/8”) is integrated under the nose to discreetly cover 
imperfections. 

Hardwood groove mates perfectly with tongue & grooved ¾” hardwood flooring, 
giving a smooth transition from stairway to flooring surface.

RetroLanding™ Tread nosing and cove look identical to the RetroTread®; however, 
it is designed for landing applications.


